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The management of the organic Terre Margaritelli winery considers sustainable production a central

corporate identity trait.

The company mission aims to transform the management style of the business, a transformation

which is characterized by a desire to infuse its products with the sincerity of the land and the

imagination which has inspired and distinguished the Margaritelli family for decades. This mission

entails a model for sustainability applied to all levels of the company and the production process

while remaining transparent to all stakeholders.

In line with this mission, the organization considers it a priority to implement a sustainable

management system.

In order to achieve this goal, the management considers it essential to:

● Align the management system with the standard of Equalitas as mentioned in the sustainable

organizations module

● Monitor the proper application of:

o sustainable agricultural practices

o sustainable cellar practices

o analytical accounting for updating of its sustainability report

o sustainable socio-economic practices

By way of:

● the application of a sustainability management system to identify and manage areas of

weakness, inconsistencies, as well as areas for improvement

● the systematic verification and monitoring as well as the communication of its results .
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The organization is committed to provide demonstrable, verified, and transparent

communications on issues of sustainability and the characteristics of the product it introduces

to the market. The main channels of communication for this sustainability policy include the

sustainability report, the company website, social media, and relevant magazines.

To this end, it commits to:

- request approval in advance from the monitoring body in relation to communications and

sustainability

- abide by an internal sharing and verification procedure, with the involvement of the

relevant manager, of all the news communicated through the press, social networks, and the

company website in order to collect objective evidence to support the stated requirements

- set up sustainable accounting to support its sustainability report

- track all of its communications on sustainability (emails to suppliers, communities, and

stakeholders in a broad sense) as well as the feedback received.

The management commits to periodically share its sustainability and communication policy with all

staff and to make it subject to an annual review.
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